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Wheelchairs & Mobility Devices

The seat measures: 22 inches in length, 17 WT, Back: 22 Lt, 15 WT, Arm: 19 inches, Foot 10 inches

Chaplain Daryl Anderson can be reached @ 770-891-1338

Asking 3500.00
The ALS Association Georgia Chapter is not the seller or distributor of items listed.
Selling a Q6 Edge Power Wheelchair

$9,000.00

Danny Gordon: 770-399-6885 or cell 678-618-7133

Email: ccgordon@bellsouth
The ALS Association Georgia Chapter is not the seller or distributor of items listed.
STAIRLIFT-$2000

1. Bruno SRE-3000 Elan Straight Rail Stairlift
2. Weight Capacity 300 lbs
3. Newly installed in Sept 2017, rarely used
4. User manual available
5. Seller will uninstall
6. Buyer to pick-up and install
7. Current Stair is 14-steps straight

Contact Kiran: 678-677-2884 or mkshah58@yahoo.com
Quantum Wheel Chair. Only used 1 year. 5K OBO

Please email Michele McKenna michelealexmck@gmail.com or 401-207-7711
The ALS Association Georgia Chapter is not the seller or distributor of items listed.
REAC Quantum i Level Q6 Edge 3
s/n 019072
manf date 12/9/2019
asking $20,000

When purchased from Rehab Medical we were told that this chair has all options available on it. Cost new was $27,000. It has less than 6 miles on it.

Please contact Chad Weesner 229-591-8859
Quantum Edge Q6 2.0 with head array

This is brand new only used a handful of times. Quantum Edge Q6 2.0 with head array. $3500

Janemauldin@comcast.net
404-452-0838
BRAND NEW - Quantum 6  2.0 Power Chair - $3,000
Unfortunately my sweet hubby passed before he was able to use it.

Stacy Long
770-549-4748
Invacare® TDX® SR Power Wheelchair

Model #ATO-TDXSR-MCG
The Invacare® TDX® SR Power Wheelchair builds off of the proven Invacare® TDX® SP platform and offers the benefits of Invacare® Gearless Brushless GB™ TrueTrack motors. TrueTrack allows the chair to maintain a more consistent forward path with fewer veer corrections. TrueTrack motors ultimately result in less fatigue for those using alternative driver controls and those with impaired hand function.

Asking $4,500

CONTACT:
Kimberly Butler
770-356-4645
kimbutler530@gmail.com
Vehicles

Asking Price: $22,000.00
Vehicle Type: 2012 Chrysler Town and Country 3.6L V6
Location: Jefferson, Georgia
Contact Number: (404) 313-0283

Vin Number - 2C4RC1BG5CR126086
Current Mileage 95,001
Current Location of the vehicle Jefferson, GA
Conversion Company AMS - Tucker, GA
Conversion Model Side Entry
The ALS Association Georgia Chapter is not the seller or distributor of items listed.
2000 Ford Econoline Handicap Van - 192,000 miles - Working lift - Runs good
$6,000
Text or email
770-549-4748
Medical Equipment & Communication Devices

**Respironics Cough assist machine. Buyer will need to purchase a hose and mask**

Price $800

Contact Kiran: 678-677-2884 or mkshah58@yahoo.com

---

**EagleHealth Toilet-to-Tub Sliding Bench 77963 Long** - paid $309 on Amazon - will sell for $200.

Contact information is: Dee Kachra at 770-595-0288
Brand new Smartbox Grid eye gazing. Also comes with attachment for wheelchair. And command center for tv and lights. $11,000

Janemauldin@comcast.net

404-452-0838
P5 Sleep Number Model - $2,000

Twin X-Long

FlexFit Adjustable Base with Remote - Includes Twin X-Long Frame with 4” Legs
Dual Air adjustability, 11” Profile, 2” plush fit foam comfort layer, 5 zones of contouring support,
soft, breathable knit fabric - 85 Sleep IQ technology - Special Protective Cover
(Purchased April, 2017)

Original Price $3400)

CONTACT: Marilyn Snow
Marilynsnow6@gmail.com
(662) 419-7780